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SAMPLE SCORE



ALL THE GOSS 
 

Lachlan Davidson 

 

Duration: 3’30”               Level:  3 
Program Notes: 
  

A great show starter or to lift the vibe after a ballad, All the Goss is a spirited, fun chart with elements of gospel, rock and jazz.  A strong, positive 

introduction sets the tone, followed by a unison trombone melody which is then shared around the sections.  With solos from trumpet and tenor saxophone we 

are back through a second bridge before a big finish. 

 

Performance Notes:  
 

From the beginning the groove should feel like it’s bubbly and effervescent. The whole band should ensure that the tempo doesn’t slow, especially when the 

dynamic drops.  

 

At [B] it is all about the trombones. Keep it light but give it lots of energy to keep it moving and make it sound easy. The saxophone section soli at [C] needs 

good attention to individual tone, tuning and balance as it is high in the range and could easily get ugly. 

 

The melody at [D] shared between alto saxophone, trumpet, guitar and trombone needs to be allowed to carry and the change of feel in the rhythm section 

made obvious.  Short staccatos in the accompanying parts and crisp accurate rhythms in the bass and baritone saxophone. If there is any drop in tempo or 

vibe, pick it up again at [E], just like the introduction. 

At [F], drop the dynamic to clear the way for the low register trumpet solo and the same at [G] for the tenor saxophone solo. [H] returns to the chunky bridge 

groove, needing a balance between the trumpet melody and the saxophone counter melody. Then we finish as we began, fun and bright.  

 

About the Composer: 

Taking up the alto saxophone aged twelve, Lachlan went on to graduate with distinction from The Victorian College of the Arts in 1983. Performing solos 

five times with the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra, he performs with The Australian Art Orchestra and the Daryl McKenzie Jazz Orchestra, and in many 

television (Dancing with the stars/Australia-all 15 seasons) and concert performances (Frank Sinatra, Stevie Wonder, John Farnham, George Benson), also on 

many CD's and films. He was chief arranger for "Dancing with the Stars" and orchestrates for Big-bands and Orchestras etc. (MSO, SSO, film, T.V. and 

many schools). 

He currently works at Caulfield Grammar School in the jazz department and as resident composer/arranger, teaching saxophone and composition at Monash 

University and directing the Monash University Saxophone Big Band (Saxband). His published compositions include music for big-band, solo saxophone and 

other woodwinds, saxophone quartet and songs. He has been commissioned to compose for orchestra and various mixed ensembles plus several musicals. 

Lachlan loves creating and performing music. Lachlan is also a Mini Quest Catamaran Champion and can juggle four balls at once. 

 
N.B. Please include the details of this work in the Performing Rights Return or send details of the performance to the publisher 
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